HEALTH & WELLNESS RESOURCE CENTER

Health & Wellness covers all areas of medicine, health, and fitness. Access it by logging in to Campus Connect, then clicking on the Library tab. Click on the top left box (Virtual Library – Start) and then Search and Find and then Articles. Health & Wellness is located in the Articles area under the Gale Databases. It is also found under the A-Z List.

SEARCHING
1. Type desired keyword or phrase in the Search box.
2. Two or more keywords or phrases need to be connected by either AND, OR, or NOT.
   a. AND - articles contain all of the keywords or phrases.
   b. OR - articles contain any one of the keywords or phrases.
   c. NOT - eliminates articles containing certain keywords or phrases
3. Truncating (*) words, i.e. searching by the root of a word, gets more results
   a. kids and cancer = limited hits, kid* and cancer = many more hits.

QUICK LINKS – Choose a heading & follow instructions.
1. Diseases & Conditions: alphabetical list of topics. Good place to select a topic!
3. Drugs & Herbal Remedies: find information on specific drugs and medicinal herbs
4. Directory: Search box for specific agencies, hospitals, journals.
5. Medical Dictionary: Mosby’s Medical, Nursing, & Allied Health Dictionary
6. Links to Trusted Sites: Links to Government & other major medical sites
7. Health Assessment: Various on-line sites that provide assessment tools
**RESULT LIST SCREEN**
1. Results are grouped by types of documents; articles are listed in most recent first order.
2. Full-text articles are indicated by the page symbol on the right side of each title.
3. A list of related subject links is located on the left.

**ARTICLE SCREEN**
Print or email article here. Mark List - save articles for review any time during session.